Independent Research Firms Recognize Progress as a Leader in DevOps and DevSecOps
June 16, 2021
Chef portfolio distinguished by GigaOm, Kisaco Research and Constellation Research for best-of-breed capabilities across a range of technical
features and requirements
BEDFORD, Mass., June 16, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Progress (NASDAQ: PRGS), the leading provider of products to develop, deploy and
manage high-impact business applications, today announced that it has been recognized as a leader in three market reports evaluating DevOps and
DevSecOps providers. These acknowledgements by leading industry analysts reflect the company's continued momentum and success following its
2020 acquisition of Chef, a pioneer in DevOps and DevSecOps technology.
"Companies that want to disrupt, lead and even own their markets need modern technology and processes to drive real change,” said Sundar
Subramanian, General Manager, Chef Business, Progress. “We believe being recognized as a leader in DevOps and DevSecOps is proof of our
customers’ confidence in us as a trusted provider of the best products to build, deploy and manage high-impact business applications, on-premises
and in the cloud. These third-party recognitions show Progress’ leadership in accelerating the state of the art in DevOps and helping organizations
move forward—even in times of disruption.”

GigaOm Radar for Evaluating DevSecOps Tools: Progress was named a Leader in DevSecOps tools by GigaOm for
Chef® Compliance™, which helps organizations audit and remediate issues to maintain continuous compliance across
on-prem and cloud environments.
According to GigaOm, “DevSecOps leadership is considered for vendors who exhibit breadth of coverage, use of policy-based automation, and the
overall ability to drive a shift-left approach…Few vendors offer all of these elements, though Chef is probably the best able to do so today.”i1

Kisaco Leadership Chart on DevOps Platforms 2021: Progress was named a Leader in Kisaco Research’s inaugural
DevOps KLC report for its Chef portfolio, with strengths covering a broad range of technical features and go to market
strategy.
As stated in the report, “With the recent acquisition of Chef, Progress is poised to leverage the expanded customer base and further penetrate the
enterprise market. Chef has steadily built out its portfolio of products and can offer a comprehensive DevOps solution to the enterprise.” 2

Constellation ShortList™ for DevOps in Q1 2021:Progress (Chef) was recognized by Constellation Research as one of
11 “best-of-breed” DevOps providers, determined by client inquiries, partner conversations, customer references, vendor
selection projects, market share and internal research.
“As leaders adjust to a compressed state of digital transformation, they want to know which vendors matter the most based on technology investment,
use cases, strategic vision, customer value, executive leadership and price,” said R “Ray” Wang, chairman and founder at Constellation Research.
“Our analysts have a pulse on what’s working, what’s not and are constantly in touch with other buy side executives. The ShortList™ does this in the
most efficient and effective manner."
The Chef® DevSecOps portfolio bridges silos in global enterprises, enabling application, operations and security teams to work closely together to
define everything—including compliance policies, infrastructure, and application delivery requirements—as code. Providing a common DevSecOps
language that can be shared, scaled, and secured to improve the software development lifecycle helps teams accelerate their digital transformations
and truly embrace the power of the cloud.
Additional Resources

Follow Progress on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn
Read the Progress blog
About Progress
Progress (NASDAQ: PRGS) provides the best products to develop, deploy and manage high-impact business applications. Our comprehensive
product stack is designed to make technology teams more productive, and we have a deep commitment to the developer community, both open
source and commercial alike. With Progress, organizations can accelerate the creation and delivery of strategic business applications, automate the
process by which apps are configured, deployed and scaled, and make critical data and content more accessible and secure -- leading to competitive
differentiation and business success. Over 1,700 independent software vendors, 100,000+ enterprise customers, and a three-million-strong developer
community rely on Progress to power their applications. Learn about Progress at www.progress.com or +1-800-477-6473.
Progress and Chef are trademarks or registered trademarks of Progress Software Corporation and/or one of its subsidiaries or affiliates in the US and
other countries. Any other trademarks contained herein are the property of their respective owners.
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